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and very often applied unintelligently ; if only the formal
teaching of arithmetic could be postponed and children of
nine or ten allowed to hegin 'real arithmetic from sum
hooks' as a great honour and proof of their maturity;
then indeed, the less intelligent would leave school with
a rale-of-thurnb knowledge of money, weights and measures,
which is all they need, and the more intelligent would learn
so quickly and easily that they would acquire far more in
the last four years than now they do in the eight years of
school life. We do now realize that the age of reading
varies from child to child and that a child who wants
to learn easily acquires the art in a fetw months; indeed,
each generation of teachers is more inclined to postpone
teaching until the child is ready to learn. But most
teachers are themselves so afraid about arithmetic that
they lack the faith that would let children learn it in their
own way and at their own rate. Until this faith is held,
arithmetic, one of the most interesting and exhilarating
of occupations to the happily taught average child, will
be a failing subject.
Finally, if a boy, going on to a Univeristy, reaches the
matriculation class and is still hampered by poor mathe-
mathics he should be re-educated. The first step is with
gaiety and patience to help him to see that though some
few of us are born mathematicians the rest are j ust averagely
intelligent folk who can ' do * elementary mathematics if
we tackle them properly and don't get balked by our fear.
The next step is to give encourageirlent and the best method
is to go back and back until we find what he can do. Often
such children say they know how to do a given type of
sum and don't really understand what they are doing.
In such cases they must get themselves "into a difficulty
before they can be helped, for they arfe suffering from feeling
^helpless and help can't be thrtist on them. I have had to
wait until nearly all my patienpe had oozed out of my mind
;whiie a girl insisted that her i^ay would solve a problem

